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NSE NIFTY FUTURES DAILY CHART

10 March 2011

After opening on a buoyant note as political worries 
eased after the UPA allies Congress and DMK patched 
up their differences. A decline in crude oil prices too 
contributed to the early gains. Later on, a weak start on 
the European bourses rendered the mood cautious and 
resulted in choppy movements of stock prices. Nifty 
February futures ended with 11 points premium as 
compared to 15 points premium in earlier trading 
session. Nifty Futures closed at 5541.8 gaining 0.1% 
with 3.77% increase  in open interest along with 
19.15% increase  in volumes. 
FII's were buyers in Index Futures to the tune of 93.51 
crores and were sellers in index options to the tune of 
375 crores, Stock Futures were bought to the tune of 32 
crores. FII's were net sellers in derivatives segment to the 
tune of 300 crores compared to selling of 127 crores in 
previous trading session. Derivative segment saw 
19.9% increase  in turnover as compared to previous 
trading session. 

Markets ended flat with mild increase in open interest 
and volumes,struggling for direction. Markets are 
expected to remain volatile with IIP numbers expected 
tomorrow and monetary policy in next week. Nifty may 
face resistance around 5610 levels while 5440 may act 
as a good support.

Banking, Telecom, Media, Metals and Oil&Gas sectors 
saw built up of long position while Infrastructure, 
Technology, Realty and  Fertilizers sectors saw 
covering of short positions.

Trading was the only sector that saw built up of short 
position.

Banking, Telecom, Media, Metals and Oil&Gas sector 
may continue to trade strong while Trading sector 
may trade weak. However stock specific movements 
may be observed.

OrchidChem

Market Indsite:

Market Indsite:

SECTORIAL OPEN INTEREST

SECURITIES IN BAN PERIOD

          BULLISH MODERATELY BULLISH NEUTRAL BEARISH MODERATELY BEARISH                         - Clear uptrend seen,       -Some Strength seen,      -No Clear trend Seen,      -Clear Downtrend seen,      -Some Weakness seen.

NIFTY DAILY VIEW      :

NIFTY NOV.FUTURES  :5542 (0.1%)        

PREMIUM / DISCOUNT: 10 Vs 15

NIFTY PCR OI :  1.27  Vs  1.3 ;PCR Vol: 0.97  Vs  1.02

NIFTY IV: 22.53 Vs 23.37; NIFTY HV: 28.04  Vs  28.91

NIFTY VIX :  23.28 Vs  23.67

NSE Derivatives Market Turnover  Rs: 108981 Crs Up by 19.18%

FII Market Wide Open Interest Rs: 88966 Crs Down  by 0.15 %

FII Net Position in Derivatives Rs: -300 Crs Vs -127 Crs

Source: NSE,SeeDiff,AXISDIRECT Research
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STOCK FUTURES OPEN INTEREST MONITOR & ANALYSIS

 

Market Indsite:

STOCK FUTURE ANALYSIS: 

NAGARCONST , BATAINDIA , RCOM , IOB and BHUSANSTL saw built up of Long positions while JETAIRWAYS , SAIL , LITL , ONMOBILE and 
FEDERALBNK saw covering of Short positions.
POLARIS , TECHM , TRIVENI , COLPAL and HINDPETRO saw liquidation of Long positions while CHENNPETRO , CIPLA , INDUSINDBK , BPCL and 
SINTEX saw built up of Short positions.

NAGARCONST , BATAINDIA , RCOM , IOB and BHUSANSTL may show good strength while CHENNPETRO , CIPLA , INDUSINDBK , BPCL and SINTEX may 
show weakness in today’s trading session. 

NIFTY OPTION OPEN INTEREST DISTRIBUTION & ANALYSIS

Highest open interest added in 5600 call option with some addition 5600 Put options as well suggesting 5600 to continue to act as crucial 
resistance level for Nifty.

Source: NSE,SeeDiff,AXISDIRECT Research

STOCKS OUTLOOK: 

Symbol Fut Price % Chg Open Inst % Chg Volume % Chg Symbol Fut Price % Chg Open Inst % Chg Volume % Chg

NAGARCONST 101.45 1.20 4,138,000 17.49 792 21.10 JETAIRWAYS 456.6 2.55 994500 -11.76 2670 -10.88

BATAINDIA 349.95 0.75 317,000 16.97 381 -14.77 SAIL 155.8 2.10 6557000 -11.37 3980 12.37

RCOM 100.05 9.58 31,604,000 14.37 23,746 418.81 LITL 38.85 1.83 11524000 -9.06 1072 -19.7

IOB 144.65 2.52 1,660,000 13.08 823 123.64 ONMOBILE 224.8 0.13 502000 -6.34 206 -69.53

BHUSANSTL 427.90 2.64 784,000 12.40 1,977 38.45 FEDERALBNK 381.1 0.98 1090000 -6.28 282 -40.76

Symbol Fut Price % Chg Open Inst % Chg Volume % Chg Symbol Fut Price % Chg Open Inst % Chg Volume % Chg

POLARIS 189.95 -0.91 2,850,000 -7.05 981 -50.58 CHENNPETRO 191.15 -1.01 371000 11.08 450 1223.53

TECHM 730.10 -1.46 568,500 -5.96 2,250 -49.70 CIPLA 303.25 -1.61 3950000 10.77 1869 46.02

TRIVENI 101.15 -0.25 1,938,000 -4.44 290 5.07 INDUSINDBK 243.45 -1.24 4204000 10.20 1557 -2.99

COLPAL 845.85 -0.09 113,250 -3.82 71 -49.29 BPCL 555.05 -1.85 1551500 7.93 4902 212.03

HINDPETRO 320.60 -1.44 7,762,500 -3.56 6,763 271.80 SINTEX 150.95 -1.40 4230000 7.52 602 -13.63

BEARISH
LONG LIQUIDATION SHORT BUILT UP

BULLISH
LONG BUILT UP SHORT COVERING
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NSE DERIVATIVES TURNOVER

FII DERIVATIVES ACTIVITY

DERIVATIVE STRATEGY 

The Trade: 

Buy SAIL Fut @ 155 of Mar Expiry                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Buy SAIL 150 PE @ 3.20 of Mar Expiry         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Lot Size: 1000

Risk: Rs. 8200/-
Reward: Unlimited

Break Even: In this strategy breakeven point is 158.20. Above 158.20 strategy 
will generate profit while below that it will incurr losses

Risk:  In this strategy risk is limited to 8.20 points below 150 levels
Reward: In this strategy reward is unlimited above 158.20 levels
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Reason If Any: Short covering observed in stock with good volumes making a 
way ahead till 160 - 165 levels in short term

PAYOFF DIAGRAM STRATEGY: 

Source: NSE,SeeDiff,AXISDIRECT Research

 PUT HDEGE - SAIL.



Disclaimer : The report and information contained herein is of confidential nature and meant only for the selected recipient and should 
not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in any manner and form, to any other person or to the media or 
reproduced in any form, without prior written approval of Axis Securities and Sales Limited (hereinafter referred to as 'ASSL'). The 
material in this document/report is based on facts, figures and information that are consider true, correct, reliable and accurate but 
ASSL does not guarantee or represent (expressly or impliedly) that the same are true, correct, reliable and accurate, not misleading or as 
to its genuineness, fitness for the purpose intended and it should not be relied upon as such. The  opinion expressed (including 
estimates, facts, figures and forecasts) is given as of the date of this document is subject to change without providing any prior notice of 
intimation. ASSL shall have the rights to make any kind of changes and alterations to this report/ information as may be required from 
time to time. However, ASSL is under no compulsion to maintain or keep the data/information updated. The information appearing 
herein is obtained from publicly available media or other sources believed to be reliable, but ASSL does not guarantee that it is complete 
or accurate and it should not be relied on as such. This report/document does not mean an offer or solicitation for dealing (purchase or 
sale) of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction. ASSL or any of its affiliates/ group companies shall not 
be answerable or responsible in any way for any kind of loss or damage that may arise to any person due to any kind of error in the 
information contained in this document or otherwise. This document is provided for assistance only and should not be construed as the 
sole document to be relied upon for taking any kind of investment decision. The recipient is himself/herself fully responsible for the risks 
of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this document should make his/her own research, analysis and investigation as 
he/she deems fit and reliable to come at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies mentioned in this 
document (including the merits, demerits and risks involved), and should further take opinion of own consultants, advisors to 
determine the advantages and risks of such investment. The investment discussed or views expressed herein may not suit the 
requirements for all investors. ASSL and its group companies, affiliates, directors, and employees may: (a) from time to time, have long 
or short positions in, and deal (buy and/or sell the securities) thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other 
transaction involving such securities and earn commission/brokerage or other compensation or act as advisor or lender/borrower to 
such company (ies) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and 
opinions. The applicable Statutory Rules and Regulations may not allow the distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions, and 
persons who are in possession of this document, should inform themselves about and follow, any such restrictions. This report is not 
meant, directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, 
state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would not be in conformation to the law, 
regulation or which would require ASSL and affiliates/ group companies to obtain any registration or licensing requirements within such 
jurisdiction. Neither ASSL nor any of its affiliates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be held 
responsible, liable for any kind of consequential damages whether direct, indirect, special or consequential including but not limited to 
lost revenue, lost profits, notional losses that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information. Prospective investors and 
others are cautioned and should be alert that any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change 
without providing any notice. Past performance should not be considered as a reference to future performance..The disclosures of 
interest statements if any included in this document are provided only to enhance the transparency and should not be construed as 
confirmation of the views expressed in the report. The views expressed in this report reflect the personal views of the author of the 
report and do not reflect the views of ASSL or any of it's associate and group companies about the subject company or companies and 
its or their securities. 
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